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abstract We present a detailed comparison of structural properties in the rest-frame V -band of cluster
and eld galaxies, selected and analyzed in the same manner, to test the hypothesis that much of the current
cluster galaxy membership resulted from the fairly rapid (1-2 gigayears) transformation of infalling, eld
spirals into red, cluster early-types. Specically, we have selected  150 galaxies from three nearby Abell
clusters (A85, A496 and A754) with colors signicantly bluer than the red sequence population, and  80
eld galaxies with similar colors and luminosities from Jansen et al. (2000, ApJS, 126, 271). We assume that
recent cluster arrivals stop forming stars, and then dim and redden in a few gigayears. Therefore, we compare
spectroscopically conrmed cluster galaxies that have plausibly been members for only 1-4 gigayears, to their
\normal" star-forming counterparts residing in lower density regions. We measure galaxy internal structure
and morphology from two-dimensional bulge/disk decompositions using GIM2D.
We observe structural dierences between blue galaxies inhabiting local (z < 0.06) cluster and eld
environments. The blue members are presumed to be recent additions to the cluster, and we nd the
majority of these systems are physically smaller and fainter than their eld counterparts. At a matched size
and luminosity, the newer cluster arrivals are quantiably smoother in appearance, yet their total light is disk-
dominated as in normal eld spirals. Moreover, half the blue cluster membership appears to have blue cores
or globally blue color proles in contrast with eld spirals, which typically exhibit red inward color gradients.
Blue cores suggest enhanced nuclear star formation, possibly a starburst, while uniformly blue proles are
consistent with an episode of fairly strong global star formation in the past few gigayears. Our previous
work shows that the blue membership of local clusters have spatial and kinematic distributions suggesting
recent infall. In a hierarchical Universe without environmental dependent evolution, we would expect blue disk
galaxies inhabiting eld and cluster regions to have similar morphology, size, and color gradient distributions.
Our ndings show conclusively that fundamental galaxy properties do indeed reflect the environment in which
the galaxy is found. We argue that the overall properties of bluer cluster members are best explained by
environmental driven transformation of accreted eld spirals. Several physical transformation mechanisms
make predictions that are consistent with our ndings, yet no single process explains all dierences we see
between cluster and eld blue members. In fact, our results suggest that the processes that govern color
and morphological evolution occur separately, and it is likely that galaxies experience pre-processing within
infalling groups or subclusters prior to entering the cluster.
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